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Reformation of accounting in the public sector of Ukraine, which was aimed at adapting to the international standard requirements, led to some inconsistencies related to the division of powers of its subjects. In this regard, it became relevant to study not only the methodology transformation, but also to optimize the powers of accounting subjects. Avoiding duplication of functions will harmonize the accounting system, simplify the mechanisms of data formation and increase the effectiveness of making managerial decisions. The application of the approaches for differentiating the powers of the subjects of accounting and the links between them will improve the quality and informational outgoing credentials, which are subsequently used in making managerial decisions. The study results can serve as the basis for developing a comprehensive information management system for public sector entities aimed at improving their performance.
counting in budgetary institutions to prepare more detailed data for internal decision making.

The improvement of accounting system as a course of accounting modernization strategy in public sector involves the distribution of powers between the entities regarding accounting of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses as well as the development and implementation of common national regulations (standards) of accounting and a single chart of accounts harmonized with budget classification.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

Considering distribution of powers regarding accounting of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses as one of the main courses of modernizing the accounting system in public sector indicates the imperfect construction of semantic network of organizational and documentary interconnections between accounting entities. In the national provisions (standards) of public sector accounting there is currently no clear interpretation of accounting entities (MFU, 2010). Instead, in the Foreword to International Accounting Standards for the public sector, it is noted that the term of “public sector” refers to national governments, regional authorities (e.g., states, provinces, territories), local (e.g., municipal, district (village)) authorities and the relevant public business entities (e.g., agencies, boards, commissions and enterprises) (ASPS, 2017).

Bezzubets (2012) analyzed cardinal changes in the system of the budgetary process, the grounds for implementing reforms and the benefits of the accounting system modernization.

Bergel (2010) discovered that for effective state control, high-quality work of the accounting entities and rationalization of state actions are needed. To achieve that, the concept of distribution of powers among accounting entities is vital.

Herasymenko et al. (2010) considered topical issues in the organization of accounting, and proposed new approaches to improve information support, organization of audit and control over the use of budget funds. Paliy (1975) analyzed accounting in the system of economic information.

Practical aspects in the implementing control concepts were studied by Horvath (2003). It was noticed what aspects an effective control system should contain and what is necessary to achieve this. Hutsailiuk (2013) considered the accounting control system in market conditions, conceptual approaches to reforming the accounting system in Ukraine, and paid a special attention to financial control in the management system.

Yev dokynrov (2005) substantiated the expediency of introducing the universal model of the accounting system, developed the modeling technique to form the accounting policy of the enterprise and proposed the concepts of modeling in accounting.

Challenges of Ukrainian public sector and the way for implementing strategic reforms for successful Ukraine-EU cooperation were analyzed by Lysiak, Kachula and Kulichenko (2017). Makarenko (2017) more specifically studied the problems of Ukrainian public companies and found out that non-financial information disclosure is their weakest point.

No reforms in public sector could be provided without accountants’ professional skills and competencies, their role in achieving sustainable development goals is crucial (Makarenko & Plastun, 2017). Numerous publications as well as complaints of practicing accountants about the confusion and inconsistency of the current legislation in this area confirm the relevance of developing the research and, to some extent, determine their area.

2. METHODS

Systematic approach is the methodological basis for conducting the study. It combines empirical assumptions, logical and experimental generalizations, as well as modeling and formalizing the research findings.

The developed model solutions take into account the main directions of change of powers. Particular emphasis is placed on ensuring that such changes correspond to managerial requests and were economically feasible.
3. RESEARCH FINDINGS

The coordination of powers as the area of accounting improvement is one of the important aspects of the problem, which is closely connected to the determining the structure of entities in the public sector. However, the formation of recommendations on this issue involves two dimensions. Firstly, it requires improving separation of powers between the same entities of public sector, especially in the part of administrators of budgetary funds, control and higher institutions, bodies and organizations. Secondly, (this is directly related to the object of the research) separation of powers concerning conduct of accounting of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses directly between departments and officials of accounting services and entities financed from the budget.

However, more important is research of capabilities for improving separation of powers regarding conducting accounting of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses directly between departments and officials of accounting services.

While developing the structure of accounting information system of budgetary institutions, it is recommended to base on the planned purpose. Structurally modernized accounting system (information system of management), which is proposed to be developed, has to include a subsystem of accounting (financial) and managerial accounting and semantic network of powers at least embrace accounting, planning and analysis (Figure 1). The structure (see Figure 1) can be supplemented by a number of components if necessary. Special emphasis should be made on the employees, their skills to summarize the information and the ability to present the processed data in a format suitable for quick perception. Deputy Chief Accountant is advisable to be given the power to ensure the data collection from structural divisions of accounting services and their accounting employees regarding opportunities to improve the efficient use of monetary, material and human resources (Table 1).

In fact, it is necessary to form a supplement to qualification characteristics and powers concerning all accountants and it should be based upon the knowledge of how to optimize entity’s performance as well as opportunities for improving the accounting of assets, income, liabilities and expenses. The specificity and objectivism of this approach is determined by modern development of technical capacity and by the present needs of using accounting system for the optimization purposes. The powers of management accounting department employees should be associated with the formation of relevant and appropriate information for management purposes. It is also important to build a rational semantic network of interconnections between departments and officials of such information accounting system. For example,
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Notes: * – a structural unit that loses its functional value due to the development of the system for electronic payments; 1 – the second deputy chief accountant; 2 – senior accountant; 3 – accountant-auditor; 4 – accountant on calculations; 5, 6 – accountants on accounting materials and LVI; 7 – accountant on accounting of fixed assets and intangible assets; 8, 9 – accountant on accounting of trip expenses; 10, 11, 12 – accountants on labor accounting and salaries (differentiated by department); 13, 14, and 15 – accountants and controllers of payments for chargeable services; 16 17 – cashiers and accountants; 18 – senior accountant and economist; 19 – 1st category economist; 20, 21 – economists on accounting of revenues and expenditures (costs); 25 – deputy chief of accounting management department on the issues of information; 26 – 1st category engineer; 27 – economist and controller of the network and the performance of the functions of accounting and analysis; 28 – programming engineer.

Figure 1. The recommended structure of the accounting information system of budgetary institutions
Table 2. Recommended qualification characteristics and duties (powers) of management accounting department employees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Qualification characteristics</th>
<th>Heads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>The head of management accounting department</strong>&lt;br&gt;Tasks and responsibilities: forms structural schemes of document flows and distributes responsibilities among the department employees. Supervises the management accounting aimed at optimizing activities, revenues and expenditures (costs). Leads the preparation of information data and a process of projects’ development of costs (expenses), income and activities’ optimization (including individual departments). Develops standards, regulations, substantiation, documentation as well as calculations associated with the search of opportunities to improve the performance. Organizes and is directly involved in preparing budgets, plans, projects, calculations, designing methods and techniques of management accounting, forming algorithms of efficiency calculation, improving accounting procedures. Ensures the information data, conclusions and recommendations for the management, monitors the adherence to schedules of submission of accounting information to the employees of the department and other concerned users through channels of internal communication. Organizes the formation of internal reporting, and develops forms of documentation for management accounting.&lt;br&gt;Must know: the specific features of an entity and its activities, how to apply analytical methods, ways and techniques and have skills of their application; methods for evaluating the performance and projects that are being developed by the department; methods of economic and mathematical modelling and peculiarities of their application as to specific objects of accounting; the technology of computerized data processing and the possibility of its application and improvement.&lt;br&gt;Qualification requirements: University degree in relevant field of study (Master, Specialist). Job experience in management accounting for at least 2 years.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>Deputy chief of management accounting on informatization</strong>&lt;br&gt;Tasks and responsibilities: organizes the work of subordinate department; develops regulations, algorithms, forms of documentation and data storage. Ensures saving and distribution of information data to corresponding structural departments and corresponding officials. Assesses innovative opportunities of applying modern information computer technologies and forms corresponding submissions with proposals for improving the information system. Organizes submission of management accounting information and its generalization in internal reporting forms. Ensures research and proposes how to protect information against unauthorized access. Performs economic assessment of the benefits of semantic innovative technologies in their application in the accounting system. Ensures the use of possibilities of reducing labor-output ratio of accounting personnel through the widespread use of computer technology. Solves the task of structural formation of information accounting data and knowledge bases. Monitors the condition of information network and ensures its improvement.&lt;br&gt;Generates accounting information flows into information arrays and ensures their transmission through communication channels to corresponding users for monitoring and making decisions.&lt;br&gt;Must know: specific nature of management needs in management accounting information, management accounting methodology, technical capabilities of computer networks and modern information technology.&lt;br&gt;Qualification requirements: University degree in relevant field of study (Master, Specialist in Economic Cybernetics or Computer Engineering). Experience for at least 2 years.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The head of management accounting department must be competent in Optimization projects’ development (activities, production of new types of products (services) and others), know a methodology and techniques of economic and mathematical modelling, etc. (Table 2).

Distribution of powers between the departments and officials, in case of the accounting system development which is aimed at optimization using management component, requires interconnecting management process and processes of accounting. The definition of powers for accounting employees by taking into account the semantics of accounting information system is logical (Figure 2).

The focus on revenues and expenditures (costs) was the basis for the development of generalized and recommended distribution of powers (see Figure 2). However, it may happen that the need to improve the efficiency of functioning budgetary institutions will require the system of management accounting. The relationship between accounting employees and their powers (see Figure 2) can later be supplemented according to systemic management transformation of budget institutions, changing needs of senior staff in the unbiased and relevant information for making decision, and according to developing software products, new forms for presentation of accounting information sources and the development of number theory, functions of complex variables, higher algebra for improving the technical means and models of digital accounting data processing.

Such position matches the conception of management-oriented accounting. Nowadays, the development of such system is quite relevant, particularly taking its orientation into account, to provide the possibility for controlling the successful im-
implementation of solutions, and also the definition of univalent target indicators regarding decisions adopted. The necessity and possibility of corrective actions appear based on control of these parameters by comparing actual values and analysis of possible deviations (Jamaludin et al., 2009).

Given the objective nature of a need to develop this area of accounting, it seems appropriate not just to form a single chart of accounts in public sector of accounting (which combines the accounts for the accounting of budgets and accounts designed for the accounting of the public sector activities which public institutions belong to) but also introduce the accounts of management accounting into the structure. If faced with selecting this approach, the conditions will be created which are able to contribute to optimization of budgetary institutions’ activity.

Given the fact that one of the main goals of reforms in public sector accounting system is to improve the performance, the actual task is to form, test and use indicators and criteria for evaluation of public sector entity activities, including budgetary institutions. The main purpose of management accounting is to provide users with planned, actual and predicted information about the activity of the institution and the environment for informed decision-making. The main information users in this case are top management, managers and financial services of the institutions (Naboyshchikova, 2009, p. 158-159).

It is important to analyze modular structure elements of management accounting according to the relevant elements (planning of estimate and monitoring its implementation, costs and revenues accounting, data preparation for manage-
Figure 3. The general scheme of modules interconnection of accounting system in budgetary institutions

Notes: * – recommended for the implementation in budgetary institutions; C – control (bodies of Treasury and other controlling authorities under the current legislation); 1 – the formation of a draft estimate in the financial accounting system; 2 – the formation of alternative projects of estimates to monitor opportunities to optimize costs; 1a – estimate calculation; 1b – estimate coordination; 1c – approving of the estimate; 1d – receiving the limit certificate and the accounting of financial support (documentary and in the system of accounts); 2a – accounting of performance indicators (including the basic (those used to calculate the amount of expenditures: general (network, area, volume, contingent) and specific (average annual number of students, pupils, beds, etc.) and their monitoring; 2b – analysis of opportunities for improving the performance indicators calculation; 2c – shaping the alternative projects of estimates based on improved indicators with substantiated of opportunities for decreasing costs; 2d – approval of the management decision on choosing estimate's variant at the budgetary institution level; 2g – final version of the optimized estimate with notes (the substantiation of the amounts of cost optimization is submitted in the notes); 3 – synthetic and analytical accounting of actual and cash expenditures under the current legislation; ROB – result-oriented budgeting; 4 – accounting of costs depending on the chosen method (given the method of accounting of costs in the system of management accounting); 3a – costs classification development; 3b – costs valuation and planned budgets formation; 3c – calculation of prime cost of services (shaping the planned calculations); 3d – verifying and developing a working plan of chart of management accounting accounts (it is proposed to form office accounts for costs accounting, revenues and financial results of budget performance); 3g – cost accounting data preparation (according to the elements or items of expenditure, centers of responsibility, etc. depending on needs and specificity of entity business activity); 3h – the use of analytical methods for results assessment (control and plan-fact analysis, break-even analysis and analysis of efficiency (the use of funds and capacity)); 3k – accounting of cash and actual expenditures; 3l – actual calculation of services; 3m – aggregated data on expenditures (memorial warrants, log-main, etc.); 4a – basic budgets (budget of revenues and expenditures, cash flow budget), 4b – functional budgets (budget of services’ implementation, budget of direct costs, budget of administrative expenses, budget of general authorized costs); CE – control over expenditures by the Treasury; IBC – internal business control of costs (the use of LSIM, etc.); 5 – synthetic and analytical accounting of income under the current legislation; 6 – management accounting of revenues; 6a – classification of revenue for management purposes; 6b – the development of structure and the list of accounts of revenues management accounting; 6c – the formation of accounting nomenclature; 6d – the use of analytical methods (identifying opportunities to increase revenues); 6g – internal accounting about the revenues of budgetary institution; 7 – generated information needed for making optimization management decisions regarding basic accounting objects (cash, expenses, revenues); 8 – the formation and analysis of information for making management decisions; 8a, 8b, ... 8n – selected by the management priorities regarding information.
ment decision-making; strategic management accounting), because there is a close relationship between them and chart of accounts, which is positioned as a “cause-effect” from a philosophical point of view (Figure 3).

Interconnections and components of financial and management accounting depicted in Figure 3 provide data preparation for management decision making of internal systemic nature. Subsequently, through theoretical substantiation of the developed modules it will be possible to form the concept about the composition of accounts in management accounting. The inclusion of formation of strategy of budgetary institution’s activity into the list of modules requires considering and recording external information (information about the external environment). For this purpose, a system of strategic accounting was singled out due to the fact that according to traditional national approach, management accounting is considered to be an internal economic accounting. While according to semantic meaning of the word “management”, it can be regarded in a much broader sense. In this case, the “Strategy formation” module could be attributed to management accounting.

4. FUTURE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

In general, the subject is not fully investigated and is controversial, and therefore it can serve as the basis for further relevant studies and the formulation of the modern concept of the possibility to implement strategic accounting into the budgetary institutions’ practice.

5. DISCUSSION

Functioning of budgetary institutions in market conditions requires an adequate accounting providing for management of all processes taking place there. The main purpose is the widespread introduction of innovative approaches to accounting tools and its skillful use for achieving high positive results – effectiveness and adequate quality of services for budget institutions. Literature review points to the growing interest of scientists and practitioners to such issues and to certain developments on them.

Rational division of powers between the business entities of accounting and Chart of accounts belongs to the part of such tools according to the strategy of accounting modernization in the public sector. They are emphasized not only due to their role in the resource management at budgetary institutions, but also because of a number of gaps and problems on these issues regarding a distribution of powers between public sector entities, including administrators of budgetary funds and higher institutions, bodies and organizations and powers related to the accounting of assets, liabilities, income and expenses in the same budgetary institutions.

First, it is advisable to give more detailed definitions and a list of accounting entities in normative documents. In particular, entities defined by the Commercial Code as well as state and local government bodies and budgetary institutions should be included in their structure.

Second, it is appropriate to improve the accounting system of budgetary institution making management accounting subsystem its component. Given this, recommendations as to expanding the competence limits and functional responsibilities, which include accounting, planning and analysis, are proposed to develop. As a result of using this approach, specifications regarding the distribution of powers are formed and semantics of forming information in the budgetary institutions accounting system is defined.

CONCLUSION

The expediency of the specifying the Chart of accounts and introducing it to the part of accounts of management accounting based on the formed author’s position regarding the building general scheme for module relationship to improve the system of accounting budgetary institutions has been substantiated.
General scheme for interconnection of modules of the budgetary institutions’ accounting system is built on the aforesaid grounds. The scheme covers the main elements of the module (estimate, income and expenses) and illustrates the areas of flow movement of accounting information in the subsystems of financial and management accounting.

The use of a reasonable strategic accounting methodology, a system that will help create a strategy for the functioning of budgetary institutions in the long run, will be justified for the full use of accounting information for optimization and efficiency improvement.
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